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Why Outseer?

Outseer empowers the digital economy to grow by authenticating billions
of transactions annually. Our payment and account monitoring solutions
increase revenue and reduce customer friction for card issuing banks, payment
processors, and merchants worldwide. Leveraging 20 billion annual transactions
from 6,000 global institutions contributing to the Outseer Data Network, our
identity-based science delivers the highest fraud detection rates and lowest
customer intervention in the industry.

About Our Solutions

Previous Name RSA Fraud & Risk
Intelligence Suite
Founded (RSA) 1982
Investor Symphony
Technology Group
CEO Reed Taussig
COO James Ducharme
CMO Armen Najarian
CFO Ellen Purdy
Employees 450

Outseer Fraud Manager™
protects customers across all digital channels with risk-based
account monitoring decisions

Headquarters Palo Alto, CA
Website outseer.com

(formerly RSA Adaptive Authentication)

Outseer Product Facts
Outseer 3-D Secure™
the gold protocol in card-not-present and digital payments
authentication mapping to the latest EMV® 3-D Secure protocol
(formerly RSA Adaptive Authentication for eCommerce)

95% fraud stopped
with only 5% intervention
20 billion consumers’ transactions
protected each year
2 billion consumers
protected globally
1000+ contributors to the Outseer
Global Data Network

Outseer FraudAction™
delivers rapid detection, takedown, and data insights related to
phishing sites, rogue apps, and fraudulent social media pages

Our Vision

(formerly RSA FraudAction)

Together, these award-winning offerings serve as the benchmark for payments
authentication, detecting account compromise fraud, and fraud investigations
while upholding friction-free customer experiences for the world’s leading
merchants, issuing banks, and payment providers.
Underlying the Outseer product portfolio are two deep investments in data
and science:
Outseer Global
Data Network™
The industry’s first
global consortium
of verified fraud and
transaction data
(formerly eFraudNetwork)

Outseer Risk Engine™
Identity-centric risk
graph delivering 95%
fraud detection rates
with an intervention
rate of 5%

Liberate the world from
transactional fraud.

Our Mission

Be known as the gold standard
for trust assurance in the global
payments ecosystem.

Our Promise

Outseer gives you the foresight to
stop fraud and delight customers.

Our Tagline

Visionary Science.
Authentic Customers.™

